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Abstract 

In the world of today, destinations like cities are encouraged to think more like companies. 

Branding is not only for commercial products and companies, but even for destinations. 

Especially tourism destinations have long felt the need to differentiate themselves from each 

others, but it is equally important in resident retention. Cities with universities get new 

residents yearly, but these students often leave after graduating, and some cities have reacted 

to this. The purpose of this thesis is to provide a better understanding on how city branding is 

being used to attract and retain university students in Sweden.   

For this thesis a case study was chosen and four university students were interviewed and 

Luleå was used as the reference city. The data suggests that cities would gain great benefits 

from branding towards university students, such as new knowledge and innovation, new 

investment, flow of workers into local companies and student retention. Cities need to work 

on branding activities that build relationships to the residents, and in the case of university 

students the time is limited and the effort must come from the start. In order to reach out to 

the students, a marketing strategy must be conducted. When it comes to urban development 

shopping and nightlife are two important aspects to consider, and there needs to be life to the 

city to keep the students excited. Furthermore, social medias should be utilized more for 

promotional efforts, together with public relations and events.  
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Sammanfattning 

I dagens samhällen, har destinationer såsom platser och städer, tvingats att tänka och agera 

mer som företag. Varumärken är inte längre bara riktade mot produkter och företag, utan har 

tagit steget mot varumärkning, ”branding” av städer och platser. Inom turism har det länge 

funnits ett behov av att destinationer har behövt urskilja sig från varandra, dock har det visat 

sig vara speciellt viktigt i arbetet att hålla kvar sina invånare i staden. Idag får städer med 

universitet årligen nya medborgare, men ett mönster har vuxit sig fram där studenter som har 

tagit examen väljer att flytta, därav har städer börjat reagerat på detta. Därför är syftet med 

denna C-uppsats, att erhålla en bättre förståelse på hur ”branding” städer i Sverige är 

användbart för att attrahera och behålla dem universitet studenter som kan tänkas lämna.  

För den här C-uppsatsen valdes en fallstudie, och fyra studenter från Luleås tekniska 

universitet blev intervjuade för att reflektera över Luleå som stad. De data som samlades in 

med hjälp av intervjuer, visade resultat på att städer kan få många fördelar av att varumärkas 

sig inför studenterna.  Fördelar som, ny kunskap och innovation, nya investeringar, arbetskraft 

inom lokala företag, och att studenterna stannar. Städer behöver alltså jobba på att varumärka 

sig genom olika aktiviteter som kommer att bygga ett starkare band mellan staden och 

invånarna. För att relationen ska bli stark även med studenterna behöver staden börja arbetet 

redan när studenterna anländer till universitetet, mycket på grund av att mönstret har visat att 

studenterna stanna bara för en kort period. För att nå ut till studenterna måste den strategiska 

marknadsföringen vara pågående under hela perioden. I sin tur när det kommer till 

stadsplanering, så är shopping och nattliv är de två viktigaste aspekterna, det måste finnas en 

levande känsla i staden för att studenterna ska uppfatta den som intressant. Utöver detta, bör 

stader utnyttja dem sociala medier som finns för att marknadsföra staden, tillsammans med 

PR och events.   
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1. Introduction 

In this chapter the background of the topic for the thesis is presented, after which a problem 

discussion is introduced. Finally, the purpose and research questions will be established and 

the outline for this thesis is presented. 

1.1 Background 

 

“Can city branding create in the mind of people who encounter the city the feeling (or even 

illusion) that they are dealing with an entity, with one thing, with which they could have a 

relationship?” 

Kavaratzis and Ashworth, 2005  

 

Branding is a strong two-way communicational tool (Kavaratzis & Ashworth, 2005). On one 

side stands the brand owners who develop a brand identity, the elements and attributes they 

wish to communicate about the brand and how they want the brand to be perceived. Brand 

positioning is the message that is communicated to the target markets, and represents the 

competitive advantage the brand has over other brands. On the other side is the consumer who 

perceives the brand image. (ibid) This is presented in figure 1 below: 

 

Figure 1: Basis of Branding 

Source: Modified from Kavaratzis & Ashworth (2005) 
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Nowadays even destinations are expected to think more like commercial companies, which 

has lead to locations branding themselves in the same manner as commercial products and 

corporations (Lichrou, O’Malley & Patterson 2008). Branding destinations is a relatively new 

research area but places have long felt a need for differentiating them from other locations or 

competitors, and to create an individual image, a place identity both externally and internally 

(Kavaratzis & Ashworth, 2005; Blain, Levy & Ritchie 2005).  

More attention to marketing locations and the process of branding destinations has increased 

during the past decades, and cities and regions are using similar promotional tools as used for 

promoting and marketing commercial products (Hankinson, 2007). This has resulted in 

destinations like countries, regions and cities, to actively market themselves in order to create 

a positive brand image, instead of relying on the external connections, such as media. Much 

of what has been written on this topic handles the difficulties and problems that arise in 

destination branding and marketing, not how destination branding should be managed. (ibid) 

Due to the fact that this is a relatively new area, the foundation and theory for destination 

branding is not very extensive, yet growing (Hankinson, 2009). 

It appears that in the area of branding locations, there are many aspects that need more 

clarification and research (Skinner, 2008). The literature of place marketing is not unanimous 

on whether destination brands should be considered to be product brands or corporate brands. 

Literature has been relating destinations as product brands, but some argue that place brands 

are more similar to corporate brands (Skinner, 2008; Hankinson 2004) because of the need for 

more complex managerial activities in corporate brands compared to product brands 

(Hankinson, 2009). According to Kavaratzis and Ashworth (2005) corporate branding relates 

to branding the organization as a whole instead of each product and they are associated to 

rather universal values such as social responsibility, environmental consideration and 

innovation.  

The term “place branding” is used widely in literature, but whether places should be 

considered as product brands or corporate brands remains to be discussed (Skinner, 2008). 

Also, Kavaratzis and Ashworth (2005) state that there seems to be no clear, general definition 

of the concept of “place branding”. There is confusion in destination branding: The 

geographic location is called the “destination brand” and is related to a product brand, where 

as the “location brand” refers to the corporate brand (Skinner, 2008).  

When it comes to destination branding, the mostly developed area or study is within 

marketing of travel destinations (Hankinson, 2007). The literature found on the matter focuses 

on specific case studies on different tourist locations and their image (Hankinson, 2009). One 

of the main goals of destination branding is to attract visitors (Blain, et al, 2005) and it has 

been understood that an image of a destination affects tourists’ decision making together with 

how the place is perceived by them (Skinner, 2008). In order to be successful, communicating 

an image is not enough, but the brand must promise a reality (Hankinson, 2009).  

The brand owners must select and develop specific place attributes that reflect how they want 

the brand to be perceived, i.e. the formation of brand identity (Lichrou, et al, 2008). This is to 

be done in order to position the destination on the market and create a strong, competitive 
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destination brand. The key resources for competitiveness are physiography, culture and the 

history of the destination in question. (ibid) It is very important for the economic revival of a 

place to create an attractive image towards potential investors, but also to develop a 

distinctive “cultural and tourism destination image” (Metaxas, 2008).  

1.2 Problem discussion 

When it comes to the process of branding cities in general, there is very little information to 

be found, but the techniques of product branding within place marketing are practiced 

increasingly in cities all over Europe (Kavaratzis & Ashworth 2005). Even though most of the 

literature on place and location branding relates to tourism, there are a few different 

approaches taken on this area. Places do not only attract tourists, but also investors and 

industries. (Skinner, 2008) Kavaratzis and Ashworth (2005) state that a city is not only a 

place for tourists to visit, but also a place of residence and work, and a place for people to 

invest in. This is even discussed by Hankinson (2004) who underlines the importance of 

remembering the residents and employees when branding destinations. 

Despite the perplexity there are some general agreements: Branding is much more than 

identifying slogans and logos of products, however they are useful tools in developing 

strategy but “not the strategy itself” (Kavaratzis & Ashworth, 2005). It is also widely 

considered that “a special type of marketing” is in place in places marketing, and that 

branding destinations, in contrast to product brands, require more complex planning and 

usage of managerial activities (Hankinson, 2009). Places as products are different from 

commercial products. Places are combinations of buildings, venues and facilities which are 

developed by several different organizations, and should therefore be marketed through 

partnerships. (ibid)   

One of the most important issues in marketing observed by Kavaratzis and Ashworth (2005) 

is customer orientation; considering the product or the company from the consumers’ point of 

view. When it comes to a city’s existing residents, consumer orientation looks at how “the 

residents encounter the city they live in, how they make sense of it, which physical, symbolic 

or other elements they evaluate in order to make their assessment of the city”. (ibid)  

Even though there seems to be many debates and differences of opinions when it comes to 

destination branding, one thing is being brought up in both tourism theory and destination 

branding in general: the importance of stakeholders. Due to the large amount of stakeholders 

in city branding, the theory is connected to corporate branding (Kavaratzis & Ashworth, 

2005). In traditional branding the focus has been on external communication to the specific 

target markets, but the focus has shifted during the age of corporate branding (Hankinson, 

2009). Now there is a need to communicate to several groups of stakeholders, such as 

investors, special interest groups and other business partners. In order to create long term 

relationships, it is highly important to build connections with the stakeholder because they 

help to develop economic, social and environmental value on long term. (ibid)   

One major stakeholder for a city is the university and its students. Ray Bromley (2006) 

describes the importance of universities as “economic development engines, and they serve as 
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anchor institutions in many neighborhoods and municipalities”. Bromley also states that many 

colleges and universities are vital to the growth of a city, firstly due to the training of skilled 

workforce and research and development, and secondly because the students act as 

consumers, paying taxes and spending money in the city. Also, during the years the students 

live in the city, they make contacts and connections which can influence their preferences and 

make them consider staying even after graduation (Huffman & Quigley, 2002). It is important 

to understand that students are not just customers who need to be pleased or products that 

need to be designed, but they vital partners for the university (Clayson and Haley, 2005) but 

also for the city.   

In the 1950’s the Dean of Stanford University School of Engineering, Frederick Terman, 

became aggravated over the fact that each year, talented graduates would decide to leave after 

graduating (Huffman & Quigley, 2002). He decided that something needed to be done to 

prevent this and retain the “locally-produced talents”, which resulted in the famous Silicon 

Valley (ibid). This idea of attracting the young talents is not new, but it seems not much has 

been done on this area.  In Denmark, Copenhagen has been branded as a creative and cultural 

city and they have worked to attract and retain young, creative talents (Bayliss, 2007). In 

order to brand Copenhagen much work has been put in to creating an innovative image for the 

city so that young experts would see Copenhagen as a creative and cultural place to live and 

work in (ibid).    

Both the university and the students can be seen as stakeholders for a city, but the university 

can be seen, or it can become a strategic alliance partner. Universities and other higher 

education institutions play a major role in the economic development of a region and a city. 

(Bromley, 2006) It is rather difficult to find information about what is actually done by cities 

for attracting and retaining students after their graduation. However, the theory clearly states 

that stakeholder relationships ought to be managed for a long term development of a city or a 

region (Hankinson 2007; 2009; Kavaratzis & Ashworth, 2005; Lichrou, et al, 2008).     

1.4 The purpose of the research  

The purpose of this thesis is to provide a better understanding on how city branding is being 

used to attract and retain university students in Sweden. The research questions for this thesis 

are:  

1. What are the objectives/ benefits of city branding towards university students? 

2. How can the marketing strategy used to reach out to these students be described?  

1.3  Outline of the thesis 

This thesis consists of six chapters; introduction, literature review, methodology, data 

presentation, data analysis and finally, findings and conclusions.  In the first chapter the 

background for the thesis is introduced and the purpose and research questions are presented.  

The second chapter presents what has been studied by researchers regarding each research 

question, and the most relevant issues for this particular thesis are taken up in a conceptual 

framework. Chapter three goes through the methodology for the thesis; how data will be 
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collected and how it will be analyzed, and chapter four represents the empirical data. In 

chapter five the data is made sense of and analyzed and finally, chapter six presents the 

findings for this thesis and discusses suggestions for further research.   

Figure 2: Outline of the thesis 
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2. Literature Review 

In this chapter several different studies regarding the research questions are presented, after 

which the most relevant studies and theories are taken up and brought together in a 

conceptual framework. 

2.1 The objectives/ benefits of city branding  

There seems to be many benefits of city branding for different stakeholders. Brands appeal 

and create value to customers, and branding can work as a way to differentiate from other 

similar brands and offerings. It has been argued that a positive city image, when it is managed 

and promoted correctly, may encourage new investments and businesses. (Lee, 2006) City 

branding is also important because it helps to develop collective goals and specific strategies 

towards the target markets (Kavaratzis and Ashworth, 2005). 

The tourism literature offers many success stories, where different cities and regions have had 

great benefits of destination branding. Destination marketing and destination branding work 

as tools in creating a competitive offering in the globalized economy (Metaxas, 2009). Cities 

are developing attractive images in order to grow and attract new investments, tourists, 

residents and other resources and city branding has been beneficial in this sense. Even the 

most successful of destinations need to update their strategies in order to maintain the image 

on a long term basis. Destination branding and management are key issues in creating a 

sustainable, long term development process, that affect the local community’s economy 

positively. (ibid)    

There are many benefits for both the seller and the buyer of a destination brand (Blain, et al, 

2005). A strong brand reduces search cost for the buyer, as well as perceived and 

psychological risks. When destination branding is used effectively, it signals the possible 

buyers and assures of quality. Especially true in tourism, many visitors are likely to pay 

premium price for a destination that promises a reality and reduces the perceived risk. (ibid)  

Since destinations are complex combinations of different products and services, the quality is 

not very easy to control (Blain, et al, 2005). This is why relationship management between the 

different stakeholders of a certain city or a community and the city itself are important from 

the city branding perspective. Also, when it comes to luxury products, or in this case choosing 

a place to visit, the purchase process is longer and more extensive. When a destination has 

established a strong brand name, the need for searching is not as great, and brand awareness 

ensures the destination to become the visitor’s choice. It is not enough to get the visitors to 

choose the destination only one time, but visitor loyalty should be managed through 

relationship management techniques in order to ensure a long term destination success. (ibid) 

Attracting and retaining young talents  

Denmark’s capital city Copenhagen established a plan to brand the city by combining culture, 

creativity and city planning (Bayliss, 2007). Like many cities, Copenhagen uses culture as a 

way to differentiate from other cities, and there is a large effort put in the cultural industries; 

“industries whose primary economic value is derived from their cultural value”. Creative 
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industries on the other hand can be described as “those activities which have their origin in 

individual creativity, skill and talent and which have the potential for wealth and job creation 

through the generation and exploitation of intellectual property”. These types of cultural 

amenities are highly important when a city is trying to attract talented and educated people, 

but also new companies in the area. (ibid) 

Culture is used as a basis for branding cities in order to attract investment, residents and 

tourists, and it has received an important role in urban planning and economic development 

(Bayliss, 2007). This has even received criticism. Some argue that cultural industries cannot 

ensure the economic benefits in terms of number or jobs and generated revenue. Cultural 

attractions are often costly and in order for the city to actually benefit from the attractions, the 

amount of tourists visiting must be very high. However, cultural activities within a certain 

part of a city or a region increase the citizens’ sense of belonging. It is argued that these 

activities bring the residents closer together and “strengthen the social cohesion” together 

with an improved physical and mental well being. (ibid)  

According to Bayliss (2007) a vibrant city life plays a key role in attracting young talents, 

which in its turn leads to economic growth. The role of creativity and culture has changed 

urban policies and plans of cities, and cultural amenities are used to promote cities on an 

international level to attract new investments and residents. If cities manage to create an 

image which attracts creative people, the benefits are enormous: new knowledge and 

innovation ensure growth through higher productivity and new commercial products and 

services. (ibid)  

“Knowledge workers”; the talented highly skilled workers who are flexible adapting to their 

environment, offer great competitive advantage for the area, and there is empirical evidence 

of the linkage between talent and economic growth (Bayliss, 2007). Some even argue that the 

main driving force behind the success of a city or a region comes from “clustering of talented 

people”. There is even evidence that high-technology companies in particular are attracted to 

establish their businesses in cities where the talents are. The knowledge workers and the 

creative talents (i.e. artists) form the “Creative Class”: the talents behind “new ideas, new 

technology and/or new creative content”. (ibid)  

Many universities have reacted to the talented graduates leaving the city or the region after 

graduation (Bromley, 2006). In order to keep the talented alumni from leaving the region, 

many universities are developing technology parks and business incubators (Bromley, 2006; 

Huffman & Quigley, 2006). This will lead to more talents staying in the region, but also in 

creating more entrepreneurs and corporate business partners. When corporate management 

and marketing efforts are used in local governments and universities, the tools can be used to 

create a special brand image. This has become a strategic goal to create a “unique experience” 

for the students, visitors and residents, who are likely to recommend the university, send their 

children there and make donations. (ibid) 

Universities are magnets that attract new residents from all over a country but also outside the 

country borders (Huffman & Quigley, 2002). The students come to stay in the region often for 

a couple of years, creating contacts and networks and a connection to the city. This 
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connection is important in convincing the students to stay even after graduating. The students 

who have spent more time in the city where they study, usually the graduate students rather 

than undergraduate students, are more likely to consider staying in the region. This can be 

explained by the deeper connection to the region and the fact that they are more likely to have 

become accustomed to living away from home. (ibid)  

In the USA, universities are working together with different industries, integrating the 

students in the work life during their studies (Huffman & Quigley, 2002). This has been 

accomplished by arranging field trips to the local firms, opportunities for internships and 

other vacancies. The students would offer possibilities for the firms in for example in the form 

of research. In the case of Silicon Valley, there is evidence to be found that the cooperation 

between Silicon Valley and universities in the area has lead to economic benefits for both of 

the parties; the students and the companies, but also the region. According to Huffman and 

Quigley (2002), this cooperation has a significant influence on keeping the students in the 

region even after graduation. Universities play also a big role in the formation of these 

gatherings of firms such as Silicon Valley, due to the existing skills and talents. (ibid)  

Huffman and Quigley (2002) studied the cooperation between universities and industries and 

found a clear connection between the cooperation and student retention. The graduate 

professional students who moved to California only for educational purposes were more 

likely to settle down in the city and choose to work in the same region. California is naturally 

superior to many other cities due to other attractions as well, but there is evidence that cities 

benefit from activities where university students are integrated in the industry. (ibid)   

2.2 The marketing strategy 

The nature of the place product is unique: it is a combination of buildings, venues and 

facilities built by many different organizations, both public and private (Hankinson, 2009). 

Due to this complex product offer, places are to be marketed through partnerships. Marketing 

places faces one challenge in particular that differs highly from marketing product: the 

marketers have very little control over how the product is being consumed. (ibid) Customers 

have different needs and use a city or a region differently from one another, this might lead to 

a situation where the product promoted is not the product that is being consumed (Hankinson, 

2004). 

Urban Development 

In the past decades, the focus upon urban re-development has turned into a cultural strategic 

project (Grodach, 2008). A lot of research has been done on the subject and many 

governments are investing in cultural flagships. These cultural marks are “high-profit, multi – 

used“, and are meant to change or strengthen the city image, and boost tourism and make 

locals proud of their city. (ibid) 

Cities use the perceived benefits they have to offer in their promotional strategy (Warnaby, 

Bennison & Davies, 2005). Cities can decide to use their specific comparative strengths to 

particular target markets in their promotional efforts. Much of the promotional activities cities 

are doing are targeting visitors, new residents or inward investors. When it comes to attracting 
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new consumers, cities have noticed that one of the main activities that attract customers is 

shopping. Retailing is one of the key activities and functions a city has. An active city center 

with numerous shopping alternatives is an important factor in revenue creation and creating 

an attractive environment for the customer. (ibid)  

According to Runyan and Huddleston (2006) there are factors that affect the brand image. A 

downtown with a history of extended economic decline would in most cases have a negative 

image, while cities which have a rich cultural history would build a strong brand image. The 

downtown area is an important parts of many the groups of stakeholders of a city. As tourists 

and consumers will build the image of the city, the success of the marketing is critical. To 

attract the residents as well as tourists to downtown, variation is important. The level of 

attractiveness depends on the diversity of the shops, as well as whether the “attractive” stores 

are in the right place. These shops are crucial for this area, even if many of the consumers do 

not shop in these stores, the stores will still have a large impact on the area. Moreover, there 

are non- consuming attractions that are central to maintain people downtown, for example 

services such as banks. An image of a downtown that is recognizable and consistent may play 

a role in keeping the local consumers and attracting new residents or tourists. (ibid) 

Bayliss (2007) argues that shopping is not enough to attract the knowledge workers and 

creative talents. There are three aspects that attract and also keeps these people in a city; 

technology, talent and tolerance. They are looking for open, tolerant regions where all types 

of people can fit in, regardless of ethnicity, sexual orientation or background. The Cultural 

Class is constantly looking for challenging new activities, and instead of shopping they are 

more likely to be drawn to the cultural amenities such as active nightlife with vibrant music 

scenes. It can be argued that if the three T’s (Tolerance, Talent and Technology) are present in 

a city, they experience a high growth and development. (ibid)   

The commune of Copenhagen has put a lot of effort in urban development and attempts in 

portraying the region as a post-industrial, knowledge based economy (Bayliss, 2007). The 

commune has been working hard on creating joint ventures and other alliances with 

companies, universities and other stakeholders, which lead to growth in the region; a biotech 

cluster, Medicon Valley, over a 100 biotech firms, 26 hospitals and 12 universities are found 

in the region. Even the cultural life of Copenhagen has gone through changes; there are new 

cultural attractions like the Opera House and Arken Museum for modern art. Copenhagen has 

put effort in creating events and there has been a rapid growth in the creative industries; in 

1999 32% of the country’s cultural industry employees were found in the Copenhagen region. 

Copenhagen has a vision for 2017; they will be able to attract new talents and companies and 

to successfully compete with the larger international cities. They have branded Copenhagen 

as the “Nordic centre of culture” and market the city accordingly. (ibid)       

Promotional tools 

A consistent identity must be reflected in all marketing communication activities, through all 

the used channels, which usually refer to advertising and PR, but also trough the “organic 

channels” especially through arts and education (Hankinson, 2004). According to Hankinson 

(2004), public relations, when used effectively, has a crucial role in portraying a positive 
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image. The most persuasive tools for creating an image are the organic communication 

processes, developed through the arts, media and education (ibid). In order to have a 

consistent identity and message that is communicated, a place brand should be treated as an 

entity (Kavaratzis & Ashworth, 2005). Places should have stories, not mere images and 

pictures connected to the name of the place. These stories need to be planned and integrated to 

the place through infrastructural development and organizational structure, and then 

communicated efficiently through promotional channels. (ibid)  

Logos and slogans are very practical tools in promoting a brand, but they are not the strategy 

itself (Kavaratzis & Ashworth, 2005). However, they play a key role in raising awareness 

among consumers (Blain, et al, 2005). Logos have several functions in establishing and 

promoting corporate brands: they communicate a message or an image, and make a brand 

stand out and differentiate from the competitors’ especially nowadays in the age of 

globalization, where numerous standardized products are on the market. Logos raise 

awareness and they communicate the positive attributes of a destination and especially in 

tourism, they can affect the consumer to choose a specific destination. (ibid)      

Media Habits of the target market 

Compared to the generations before, the young students are spending more time online and 

watching television and less time reading newspapers (Wolburg & Pokrywczynski, 2001).  

When it comes to brand loyalty among young adults (18-24 years), most of them are not very 

brand loyal. However, if they trust the brand they are likely to become loyal, but only for a 

few months. They are likely to choose brands that are targeted and tailored for them, and 

choose for example retailers that bring the right solution for them and for their lifestyles. 

(ibid) 

The generation Y, people born between 1983 and 1997, are multitasking with the different 

media channels (Rohm, Sultan & Barhdi, 2009). They are using online and offline media 

platforms simultaneously, which means that one’s attention is not completely in one vehicle at 

a time. This results in media overload, which is a challenge to marketers and advertisers. In 

order to an advertisement to catch the attention of the generation Y target markets, there must 

be a synergy between the medias used, and the message must be consistent. (ibid)  

Instant Messaging (IM) has become the most popular tool for communication among 

students, due to speed and availability (Quan-Haase, 2008). IM has over 510 million users 

worldwide (2008) and over 12 billion messages are sent each day. Instant messaging is a part 

of information and communication technologies, which include e-mail, text messages and 

social network sites, such as Facebook. University students are active internet users, engaging 

in several different types of activities online (i.e. games, surfing & e-mail). Most university 

students also own their own laptop or computer which provides a continuous access to the 

internet. IM is mostly used for social purposes; to keep in touch with friends and meeting new 

people. Studies show that IM is a “unique niche in university students’ communication 

spectrum of existing media channels”. (ibid)    
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Social Networks, like Facebook and Twitter are becoming more popular, gaining more users 

each day (Taylor, Lewin &Strutton, 2011). For brands, they have opened new channels for 

promotion; creating fan pages and advertising on these networks. Social Networks can be a 

valuable and effective promotional channel, especially when promoting towards 18-34 year 

olds. It is important to find a balance when advertising through these channels, since many 

people view the advertisements negatively. However, in order to reach as many as possible 

Social Networks are key channels due to the amount of users and easy access. (ibid)    

Communicating with young local talents 

Bayliss (2007) discussed how Copenhagen has branded the city as a cultural and creative city. 

According to Bayliss, in order to successfully promote this type of destination to the “creative 

class” is through international events in particular. Culture and creativity are easily promoted 

through events, and they often bring a large audience and add to the excitement of the city. 

(ibid) The importance of high profile projects as a promotional method in attracting 

investments as well is central (Lee, 2006). Events and other projects have a positive impact on 

a city, since they promote the city both towards tourists and residents, but even to possible 

investors. The events promote a city as an attractive and enjoyable place to visit, invest or live 

in, and play a major role in branding the city. (ibid)        

Entertainment events are not the only types of events that can be used in branding. University 

students are being integrated into the industries and the city is being promoted trough these 

channels and networking events. Much of the connections between the university students and 

the companies are informal, for instance the contact made through social events with the 

universities and the industry. (Huffman & Quigley, 2002) However, one of the most effective 

and hands-on channel is formal; recruitment on-campus. Representatives from different firms 

come to recruitment events on the campus to interview the students, but also to promote their 

companies for the possible future employees. This is one of the most effective ways to control 

the flow of skilled workers to the local labor market. This benefits all of the parties involved; 

the students, the companies, the city and even the university, since they can charge the 

companies for attending these events. Some of the firms placed in Silicon Valley are even 

known to actually keep a look-out on some of the courses given on the universities, in order to 

find the latest, most innovative students on the campus. These types of aspects affect the 

attractiveness of the universities and the city. (ibid) 

Many universities keep in contact with their alumni, and arrange networking events targeted 

especially for them (Huffman & Quigley, 2002). The alumni that work in the local firms are 

introduced to the current students of the university, and they are more likely to hire someone 

from their “alma mater”. The connections between the universities and their alumni are 

beneficial for all parties. The cooperation between the students and the industry create loyalty 

for the firm the student has been in contact with, and internships often lead to employment 

after graduation. When the students are given a chance to work for a firm during their studies 

they do not only make connections, but learn important firm-specific skills, which can lead to 

employment in the future and ensures that the students are ready to start working, since they 

are accustomed to the company and the tasks in question. (ibid) 
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2.3 Conceptualization 

The previous sections of the thesis have presented the background for this study together with 

the literature studies, or theories based on the area of our study. The theories presented have 

been analyzed to see which fit this study and they will be presented in this part of the thesis: 

the conceptualization. Huberman and Miles (1994) state that a conceptual framework shows 

either graphically or in a narrative form the aspects that will be studied. Both of the research 

questions will be brought up, and lastly a graphical framework will be presented.  

Conceptualization of research question one: The objectives/ benefits of city branding 

The first research question looks at the benefits of city branding towards university students. 

The purpose of this research question is to describe the benefits that come from branding a 

city towards young talents, and also to look at how this has been done in the past. Several 

different studies have been presented earlier in this section, which help to explore this 

question.  

For this thesis we will rely on the studies made by Bayliss (2007) about attracting creative 

young talents, and Huffman and Quigley (2002) about cooperation between universities and 

industries. The reason for choosing these studies is that they are specific examples from real 

life within the area of attracting young talented people. Bayliss’ study (2007) was chosen 

because it is recent and provides a deeper understanding on branding cities towards young 

talents. Huffman and Quigley (2002) studied university student retention and is therefore very 

useful for this thesis. Also, they provide an eclectic, more extensive base and give a broader 

view on the matter.  
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Bayliss (2007) 

 New knowledge and innovation 

Talented young workers have new knowledge that can be used in the existing 

industries or to develop new ones (ibid) 

“Knowledge workers” offer competitive advantage, since they provide higher 

productivity and new commercial products and services (ibid) 

 New investment 

The talented entrepreneurs with new innovative ideas can result in new businesses and 

other investment, which in its turn leads to job creation (ibid) 

High-tech companies are more likely to establish their businesses where the talented 

workers are (ibid) 

 Strengthens the relationship to the city 

Activities arranged within certain parts of the city strengthen the social cohesion and 

bring the residents closer to the city and the other residents (ibid) 

Huffman and Quigley (2002) 

 Flow of workforce to local businesses 

Cooperation with local businesses leads to internships and other vacancies. This can 

result in permanent jobs after graduation and the flow of students leaving is stopped 

(ibid) 

 Student retention 

Students are more likely to reside in the area when they have created a connection to 

the city and they have a positive image about the city (ibid) 

By keeping the flow of workforce to local businesses and providing jobs will lead to 

more talents residing in the city (ibid) 

 Deeper relationship to the city 

Networking and contacts with businesses help to create a deeper, more personal 

contact to the city as well (ibid) 

Conceptualization of research question two: The marketing strategy 

The second research question looks at the marketing strategy that is used in city branding 

towards young talents. The purpose is to look at the methods used in the marketing strategy, 

urban development and promotional tools in particular.  

For the urban development studies we have chosen to use Warnaby, et al (2005), Runyan and 

Huddleston (2006) and Bayliss (2007). The reason for choosing these studies is that they are 

present-day studies and they discuss many of the same issues and therefore support each 

others’ theories, but also they bring different perspectives on the matter. These three studies 
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have a focus on city center and city promotion, which also contributed to choosing them. In 

the promotion part of the research question, the studies used are the previously presented 

studies by Bayliss (2007) and Huffman & Quigley (2002) and a study by Taylor et al (2011) 

about the use of social networks among youth. Bayliss (2007) and Huffman and Quigley 

(2002) are have a focus on promotion through PR and events in particular, which is something 

that has been brought up by other studies as well. Because events seem to play a large role in 

city branding, we have chosen to look at this aspect more closely.  

The use of social medias in promotion is a new concept. Since this is new for many brands, it 

is interesting to look at from city branding point of view, especially because the target market 

is one of the largest user groups of social medias. Taylor et al (2011) has made a study 

regarding social medias and promotion, which is why it has been chosen for this thesis. 

Urban Development 

 Shopping 

Numerous shopping alternatives are important in creating an attractive city center 

(Warnaby, et al, 2005) 

Variation in retailing is essential due to the different needs of the target markets 

(Runyan & Huddleston, 2006)  

 Nightlife 

New challenging activities are needed to attract young people. A vibrant city life with 

an active nightlife and other cultural amenities are essential (Bayliss, 2007) 

Promotion  

 The use of social networks in communicating with students 

Facebook and Twitter are gaining more users every day, very popular among 18-34 

year olds (Taylor, et al, 2011)  

Have opened new promotional channels for brands and are very efficient due to the 

amount of users and easy access (Taylor, et al, 2011) 

 The use of PR in communicating with students 

Entertainment events (especially large international events) bring large audience and 

add to the excitement of the city, which creates a positive image (Bayliss, 2007) 

Social events, such as networking events, create connections between businesses and 

the students. These types of events are very beneficial for the city, businesses, students 

and the university (Huffman & Quigely, 2002) 

Recruitment and networking events work even as a way to stay in contact with alumni 

(Huffman & Quigley, 2002) 

These theories and aspects that have been chosen for this thesis are now presented graphically 

in the figure below. 
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Figure 3: The conceptual framework 
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3. Methodology 

In this chapter the research methods used for this thesis are described. The purpose of the 

research, research approach and strategy, sample selection, data collection and analysis 

together with validity and reliability are discussed.  

3.1 Research purpose 

There are three types of research purposes; descriptive, exploratory and explanatory. 

Descriptive studies wish to describe or portray events or situation, exploratory studies then 

again seek to clarify and find out what is happening, and explanatory wish to establish causal 

relationships. (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2009) 

The purpose of this thesis is primarily descriptive. Descriptive studies wish to portray 

situations or persons and create a profile of them (Saunders, et al, 2009), which is why this 

type of study suits this thesis. The thesis describes how city branding affects student retention 

in Sweden. The research questions and the overall purpose are used to describe patterns and 

evaluate them through theory, which makes the thesis descriptive.  

However, there is evidence of exploratory purpose as well. Exploratory studies try to seek 

new insights and find out what is actually happening (Saunders, et al, 2009) and since the 

thesis explores the topic and looks at the different aspects of it, it can be said to be partly 

exploratory. Also, this thesis is partly explanatory due to the fact that it is trying to answer the 

research questions and draw conclusions, and according to Saunders et al (2009) studies that 

try to see causal relationships between different variables are called explanatory.   

3.2 Research approach 

There are two research approaches; qualitative and quantitative. For this research a qualitative 

approach has been chosen. The reason for this is that it tries to gain a deeper understanding on 

the matter of branding destinations and looks at values and attitudes of those taking part in the 

interview, rather than find numerical, quantitative generalizations. Qualitative data is 

expressed in words and can therefore give insights on matters that cannot be quantified in a 

meaningful way (Saunders et al, 2009). Keeping this in mind and the nature of this research, 

qualitative approach is more suitable.  

3.3 Research Strategy 

There are five different research strategies which can be used depending on the nature of the 

research: experiment, survey, archival analysis, history and case study (Yin, 1994). Yin 

(1994) states that there are three aspects that affect the choice of research strategy: 

1. The type of the research question 

2. Control over behavioral events 

3. Focus on contemporary events 

Table 1: Relevant situations for different research purposes 
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Strategy Form of research 

question 

Requires control 

over behavioral 

events 

Focuses on 

contemporary 

events 

Case Study How, why No Yes 

 

Source: Adapted from Yin, 1994, p.6 

 

This thesis uses case study as the research strategy. Yin (1994) states that case studies are a 

useful strategy in trying to understand contemporary phenomena, and is often used in many 

different areas such as business, psychology and other social studies.  Case studies usually try 

to shed light on decisions; why they were made, how they were implemented and what the 

results were (ibid).  

Our first research question is “What are the objectives/ benefits of city branding towards 

university students”. Even though this form of research question answers “what”, is has the 

same purpose as “how” or “why”-types of questions. Yin (1994) states also, that ““what” 

questions may either be exploratory (in which case any of the strategies could be used) or 

about prevalence (in which surveys or the analysis of archival records would be favored”. The 

research question is in fact exploratory, and case study is the most suitable strategy. The 

second research question “How can the marketing strategy be described” answers the question 

“how”. This research focuses on a contemporary issue and does not require control over 

behavioral events, which affects the decision of using case study as the strategy.   

Yin (1994) explains that there are at least five different ways to use case studies. Firstly, to 

explain causal links in real life that are too difficult to be studied by surveys or other methods. 

Secondly, to describe an event in real-life context in which it occurred, what is what this 

thesis is mostly concentrating on. Thirdly, also part of this thesis, case studies are used to 

illustrate topics within an evaluation, taking a descriptive approach. Case studies can also be 

used to explore situations when there is no clear set of outcomes and lastly, a case study can 

be a “meta-evaluation”; a study of an evaluation study. (ibid)  

Saunders et al (2009), argue that case studies are a good way to explore existing theories, and 

even challenge the theories, whether or not they should be accepted or if more research could 

be done on the matter. Case studies are also good when the research looks at the perspectives 

of those involved in an event or situation (Gillham, 2000). In that case it gives insights about 

how the situation is seen by the target market (ibid), which for this research are university 

students.    
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3.4 Data Collection 

Data can be collected from several different sources. For this thesis interviews and direct 

observations were chosen. The strengths and weaknesses of these methods are discussed in 

the table below. 

Table 2: Six sources of evidence: Strengths and Weaknesses 

Source of Evidence Strengths Weaknesses 

Interviews  Targeted: focuses directly 

on case study topic 

 Insightful: provides 

perceived causal inferences 

 Bias due to poorly 

constructed questionnaires 

 Response bias 

 Inaccuracies due to poor 

recall 

 Reflexivity: interviewee 

gives what interviewer 

wants to hear 

Direct Observations  Reality: covers events in 

real time 

 Contextual: covers context 

of event 

 Time consuming 

 Selectivity: unless broad 

coverage 

 Reflexivity: event may 

proceed differently because 

it is being observed 

 Cost: hours needed by 

human observers 

Source: Adapted from Yin, 1994 p.80 

 

Interviews are effective when using case studies (Yin, 1994). Interviews can be targeted to the 

research and provide insights about the causal inferences (ibid). They are guided 

conversations rather than structured queries, which means that there is a flow to the 

discussion, but the discussion is guided by specific questions. The reason for choosing this 

method is that it focuses on the research topic and gives possibility to discover individual 

perspectives of the people taking part in the interviews. This type of data is primary, since it is 

collected for this case study. During the interviews the participants will be observed; how 

they answer the questions and react to the aspects taken up, in order to gain a better 

understanding of their answers.   

There are several different types of interviews. For this interview there was a discussion 

between making a focus group interview or individual interviews. Focus groups are a type of 

group discussion, where a topic is given and questions are asked so that there would be an 

interactive discussion between the participants (Saunders, et al, 2009). However, there is a 

risk that a few participants will dominate the discussion or that the peer pressure affects what 
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the participants are saying (ibid). So in order to manage the course of the interview 

efficiently, and ensure that all participants are able to answer all questions we have decided 

for individual interviews. In individual interviews each participant gets to respond, instead of 

a few who dominate the discussion. Interviews give insights about a matter and allow the 

researcher to discuss opinions in depth (Yin, 1994).   

The interviews will be face-to-face and semi-structured due to the fact that a set of questions 

are asked each participant, but there will be a flow to the interview which might vary between 

the interviews. Face-to-face interviews enable making more complex question compared to 

for example telephone interviews (Saunders, et al, 2009). When collecting qualitative data, 

face-to-face interviews are usually preferred, because it is easier to create trust toward the 

participants and if the participant has a difficulties understanding a question, it is easier to 

solve (ibid). 

3.5 Sample Selection 

This thesis looks at the buyers’ perspectives, which in this case study are students of Luleå 

University of Technology. The sample selection is partly judgmental, since the participants 

have been chosen using our own judgment to choose persons that will best answer our 

research questions (Saunders, et al, 2009). The sample method used is partly convenience 

sampling as well, because it involves cases that are the easiest to get hold of (ibid)  

The participants who are interviewed are students from several different faculties and from 

different parts of Sweden, all of which have lived in Luleå for 1 year or longer. We believe it 

is important that the persons taking part have developed a connection to the city and have a 

basic knowledge of the supply of services and products. There will be a total of four 

interviewees, two male and two female. The following criteria have been chosen for this 

study: 

 The participant is not from Luleå originally 

 The participant has lived in Luleå for one year or longer 

 The participant is someone who has opinions and can express them 

 The participant is a full time student, 20-29 years old 

 

All of the participants come from different cities in Sweden, they have different areas of 

interests and relations to the city of Luleå. These students have been chosen because they 

represent different types of students (education, life style), but still are “typical” students; 

living on campus, studying full time and attending events and happenings targeted for 

students. There are four different types of students that have been chosen for this; a musician, 

a sports-interested, one politically active and one family-oriented student.   
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3.6 Data Analysis 

According to Yin (1994) there are two general analytic strategies for analyzing case studies: 

relying on theoretical propositions and developing a case description. For this thesis we have 

chosen to rely on theoretical propositions, and it is also the most favorable strategy according 

to Yin (1994). The case study has been designed based on the information in the existing 

theories and theoretical propositions. This means that existing theories have shaped the data 

collection and the data is analyzed comparing it to theory. However, by creating a framework 

and interview guide, a case description is automatically developed.    

After deciding the general strategy specific analytic techniques can be chosen. Yin (1994) has 

divided these techniques into two groups: “dominant modes of analysis” and “lesser modes of 

analysis”. The dominant modes, pattern-matching, explanation-building, time-series analysis 

and program logic models, are intended to deal with internal and external validity, which will 

be presented later in the thesis. The lesser modes of analysis are (a) analysis of embedded 

units of analysis, (b) repeated observations and (c) the case survey approach, and these should 

be used together with the dominant modes. (ibid)  

Firstly, as the dominant mode pattern-matching has been chosen. This mode is one the most 

desirable for case studies and it compares the empirical data with expected results (Yin, 

1994). This thesis looks at the empirical data which is collected from the interviews to see if it 

matches the theory.  

Miles and Huberman (1994) stated that qualitative data is analyzed through these three steps: 

1. Data Reduction 

2. Data Display 

3. Drawing Conclusions 

A within-case analysis is done to reduce data, and the data from the interview is compared 

with the theory presented in the conceptual framework. Since the data and research questions 

are analyzed and compared to existing theories this thesis uses a deductive approach. As a 

part of the research the data is analyzed to see if there are patterns that match the conceptual 

framework. This is done by using coding in data display which will be presented in a matrix 

and then drawing conclusions.  

3.7 Quality Standards 

For determining the quality and credibility of the data and findings for this thesis two aspects 

have been considered: validity and reliability. According to Yin (1994) there are four things 

to consider: construct validity, internal validity, external validity and reliability, as shown in 

the table below. 
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Table 3: Case study tactics for Four Design Tests 

Tests Case study tactic Phase of research in which 

tactic occurs 

Construct validity  Use multiple source of 

evidence 

 Establish a chain of 

evidence 

 Have key informants 

review draft case study 

report 

 Data collection 

 

 Data collection 

 

 Composition 

Internal validity  Do pattern-matching 

 Do explanation building 

 Do time-series analysis 

 Data analysis 

 Data analysis 

 Data analysis 

External validity  Use replication 

Logic in multiple-case 

studies 

 Research design 

Reliability  Use case study protocol 

 Develop case study 

database 

 Data collection 

 Data collection 

Source: Yin (1994) p. 33 

 

Validity 

Construct validity 

Construct validity handles how correct the operational measures were about the concepts that 

were being studied (Yin, 1994). For this Yin (1994) recommends using multiple sources of 

evidence, establishing a chain of evidence and letting key informants go through the case 

study report. For this thesis, direct observation and interview are used, in order to bring 

validity. The conceptual framework and theories have left a chain of evidence so that it 

becomes easier to follow what has been done and how. The study has also been supervised 

and read by the supervisor and peers.    

Internal validity 

Internal validity is not an issue for this thesis, since this thesis is not a causal (explanatory) 

study. Yin (1994) states that internal validity is an issue when a researcher tries to see whether 
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x has lead to y; if the causal relationship is correct. Because this study is not explanatory in 

this sense, internal validity will not be assessed.  

External validity 

External validity looks at how well the findings can be generalized beyond the case study 

(Yin, 1994). One of the main issues with validity is drawing generalizations about a topic and 

it is a problem especially when analyzing qualitative data (Saunders et al, 2009). This thesis is 

a rather specific study, the amount of students interviewed is small and the data collected is 

qualitative, no major generalizations will be made. This thesis looks and represents the mind-

set of students of Luleå University of Technology regarding the purpose of this study but 

cannot be generalized to represent larger groups.  

The data will be analyzed and interpreted to against literature and the theories presented 

earlier in the thesis report to minimize the risk of drawing false or incorrect assumptions. 

However, an open mind is kept when doing this to see how well the information or the 

patterns found actually relate to the literature. As mentioned before, two observers will take 

part in all phases of the research.   

Reliability 

In order to ensure reliability for this thesis some measures have been taken. We have tried to 

ensure that it is possible to follow the same steps as this thesis has taken, so that if this study 

were to be done by another researcher, they would find similar results. As Yin states (1994), a 

case study protocol should be used so that it is easy to see the procedures taken to collect the 

data. The process of how the data has been collected and analyzed is described in detail. This 

means that an interview guide has been made that works as a checklist of the questions taken 

up in the interviews. By following this guide it is more likely that they will get similar results. 

However, Saunders et al (2009) point out that issues that use non-standardized methods might 

not be meant to be repeated, since they are reflecting reality at a point in time and in situations 

which may change. This is partly true even for this research, since cities are changing and 

working on their brands.  

One of the problems about qualitative interviews is that there is a risk for bias (Saunders et al, 

2009). Firstly, interviewer bias needs to be considered. The interviewer’s tone and non-verbal 

communication can affect the interviewees’ answers. Also, it is possible that the interviewer 

interpreters the answers in a way that creates bias (ibid). In order to avoid interviewer bias and 

interpreting the answers misleadingly, two people have taken part in designing the thesis, 

including the interview guide, data collection and analysis to ensure a more objective point of 

view. During the interviews a neutral setting is created. Much thought will be put into keeping 

a neutral tone and minimizing non-verbal gestures. Secondly, in order to avoid interviewee 

bias the questions that are asked are not very sensitive or probing. Also, since this thesis uses 

convenience sampling, and the participants chosen are open and willing to share their 

thoughts on the questions.  

The interview has been conducted so that a topic is covered with several questions so that no 

misunderstandings from the interviewer’s or the interviewees’ sides will occur. Also, the 
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interview will be audio-recorded. However, there is always a risk of error or bias from the 

observer or the participant. One aspect that raises a possibility to bias is the choice of sample, 

and since the thesis uses non-probability sampling there is a risk. The participants that have 

been chosen have not been discussing the thesis with the interviewers in detail, nor have they 

known about the questions in forehand. The interviews are conducted in Swedish, because it 

is often easier to discuss matters in your native language. There is a risk for reliability when 

the data is then translated into English, but the translations skills of the interviewers are good.   
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4. Data Presentation 

In this chapter the empirical data will be presented. The data was collected from four 

individual interviews, where two males and two females participated. In order to organize the 

data, data for each research question will be structured by using the topics from the 

conceptual framework. Research question one is divided in six areas: new knowledge and 

innovation, new investment, strengthening the relationship to the city, flow of workforce to 

local businesses, student retention and deeper relationship to the city. Research question two 

is divided into urban development and promotion.    

4.1 Research question one: The objectives/ benefits of city branding 

towards university students 

Before going into the specific questions in the interview guide, the participants were asked a 

broader question about how they believed Luleå could benefit from trying to keep students in 

the city after graduation. They all answered that there are several aspects, such as job creation 

and tax incomes. 

When the question about young talented workers having new knowledge that could be used to 

benefit companies and develop new businesses was asked, all participants were convinced 

that the young talented workers have new innovative ideas that can be used in existing 

companies and to develop new industries. With new ideas the companies could get more 

attractive and interesting, as well as offer more jobs. The participants pointed out that 

innovation and new knowledge are important factors for every city, because they bring new 

ideas; the companies could grow and the city would develop. Male two pointed out that Luleå 

is an industrial city, and especially the technological students could bring a lot to the 

businesses in the city. He believed that more should be done in attracting other academic 

workers, because they also have talents that can be used to develop the area. All participants 

discussed the importance of the university, and how the city should take into consideration the 

possible innovative ideas the students have.   

Male one said, when he was asked if Luleå could get competitive advantage from students 

with new product ideas he felt that the city is not interested in the students. He stated that he 

did not believe Luleå is aware of the students, and that is why he was rather skeptical about it. 

Male two also added that the geographic location is important, since in many wish to live in 

centrally located cities, which is not the case with Luleå. He even mentioned other advantages 

of new knowledge and innovation; he suggested that there are great natural resources such as 

the woods, water and minerals which can be interesting to many students since they might 

offer new business ideas and research possibilities. According to male two this could lead to 

the city and its industries growing, and would make the city more interesting 

When it came to new investment, all four participants had a strong positive attitude towards it, 

and they felt that it would have positive effects. These were; more jobs, competition among 

companies and attractive image. They also stated that cities should try to encourage young 

entrepreneurs to establish their businesses in Luleå after graduation. Female one believed that 

this would lead to the image of Luleå getting more attractive to other young entrepreneurs, 
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who would then follow this example. According to male two Luleå should definitely work to 

attract young talented people to invest in the city since it is good for Norrbotten, and it would 

bring more diversity to the city. He told us that currently Luleå is the home of the working 

class and a city need different types of residents in order to develop. Female two said that 

growth is not always a step in the right direction, but could not explain exactly how or why 

not.  

Overall, the participants believed that companies would be interested in establishing 

themselves wherever talented workforce can be found, but they also discussed the importance 

of having relevant target markets and buyers. Especially female two thought that it is the 

market that is more important. Male one said that he could see many of the companies picking 

up many talented students directly from university to work for them. The participants 

considered that this would be beneficial for the companies, because of the competence of the 

workforce. Female one also stated that work is one of the key issues in deciding if one should 

stay in a city. However, she continued by stating that she would not stay in Luleå after 

graduation since the climate was too extreme for her taste.  

When the participants were asked about cities trying to create a relationship to its residents 

they considered it to be important. Female two believed that it is important that cities try to 

create that relationship from the beginning so that they feel welcome in the city. She told that 

when she had moved to Luleå, she received a welcome-package with a DVD that gave 

information about the city and what Luleå has to offer. This was much valued by her, and she 

stated that she felt welcomed and was positively surprised. Male one stated as well, that Luleå 

must have done something to contact him, because he had a very positive image of the city, 

however he could not think of what the activities had been. 

 

All participants thought that activities are a good way to strengthen the relationship 

positively. Female one pointed out that the activities should not be too expensive because 

students do not have much money, but are willing to do things in the city. She stated that she 

would invite her friends from home to show the city for them. She believed that the activities 

would affect the relationship positively, if the experience was good and entertaining. Female 

two said that activities are good, because it is fun when things go on in the city one lives in, 

and it might make you feel that it is a good city to live in. However, she did not believe that it 

would affect the relationship to other residents, besides for friends that might be attending the 

event.  

 

Male two thought that a city needs a wide range of cultural activities in order to create a good 

relationship and atmosphere, and this could be done by for example events. Currently, the city 

of Luleå is not marketing the events that are being thrown to the students. According to him it 

is important that the students get to know the city outside of campus area. Events where they 

would meet people outside of university would be optimal, because if the students feel that 

there is a great distance between them and the other residents, it creates negative feelings and 

will lead to more leaving the city.  
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The females and male one said that they did not have much knowledge about the cooperation 

between the university and local companies, but each participant had a positive attitude 

towards it. Female two believed it is very good because the students are isolated in their own 

world – the life on campus. When it comes to offering students possibilities to work under 

their studies, they believed it could help to keep the flow of workforce to local companies. 

Male one added that it would also open doors for many students, and some students might not 

have to take a loan.  

Male two mentioned that in some programs at the university the students get the chance to do 

an internship at companies, and that it a good way to create contacts and get experience. 

Students should be encouraged to do this more and get summer jobs in the city, to make the 

city their home. Females one and two believed that for example summer jobs can affect the 

choice of company after graduation, and the students would go back in the companies they 

have worked for. However female two pointed out that work is not the most important thing; 

one has to enjoy the city to stay. 

When it came to the image of the city and how it affects student retention, the participants 

answered differently. Female one and male two believed that it has a great affect, but female 

two and male were unsure. Female two said that it might have an effect, but is definitely not 

the most important aspect. Male one stated that even though it is nice if the city has a good 

image, it does not have a major role.   

 

Female one reflected back to her own experiences and when she had moved to Luleå, and 

knew only little about the city. The climate has affected her relationship with the city, because 

she felt that by arriving to the city in the middle of the winter it had given her a bad first 

impression. She gave an example of another university city in the north of Sweden, which is 

bigger in terms of supply and amount of residents. This city would attract her more, as it is 

bigger, and she thinks it gives the city a better image. Male two believed that the image of a 

city affects the decision to stay, since it is important that there is a certain atmosphere; a 

positive image makes more people stay. He felt that this is especially the case when the image 

comes from the actual possibilities and activities that are found. 

 

All participants believed that if students were offered jobs after graduation, they would most 

likely stay. However, female two and males one and two pointed out that if the job is not what 

the students desire to work with, it will only be short-term. Female one stated that even 

though she believed many would stay, she would not do so due to the climate and location. 

Male two stated that many people go where the jobs are. He added that it is important that the 

commune tries to capture the interest of the students as early as possible, or most students will 

move away from the city.  

 

Female two and both males felt that connections outside of campus are important in creating a 

deeper relationship to the city. Female one did not think the effects would be very big. 

According to her the city is too small for many and it would not make a difference. She added 

that she thinks it is sad that she herself does not have anything outside of school, and most of 
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her memories would be about the university. She also said that she does not regret choosing 

Luleå University of Technology.  

 

Female two believed that when students get to see the many sides of a city, the relationship to 

the city might get deeper. One way for this to happen is through the contacts, like a job, one 

has beyond the campus borders. When male one was asked about contacts outside of campus 

he reflected on his own experiences. He told that when he had got a job he felt like he had 

gotten a better relationship both to the city and the other residents. Male two believed that in 

order for the students to create a deeper relationship to the city, the students must be given the 

chance to create connections to people outside the campus and university. Connections and 

other friendships affect how the city is viewed by the residents.  

According to the participants the campus area is isolated from the city, and having outside 

contacts can improve the situation. One can get more information about what happens in 

Luleå and you get social contacts. Male one told that when he moved to the city he was new, 

but when he got a job he started to feel at home in the city. Many of the students do not have 

these contacts and they do not get to experience this, and cannot create a relationship to the 

city.  

4.2 Research question two: The marketing strategy 

Shopping is an important thing for a city according to all participants. They said that it is 

essential to have numerous shopping alternatives and variation. According to female one it is 

not as important for students due to their financial situation. She pointed out that when the 

students go to the city to shop, they are also taking a break from campus. The city center 

should be more of gathering place than it is today, she stated.  

The shopping alternatives say a lot about the city, because the number of alternatives can 

make the city feel bigger according to female one. She compared Luleå´s supply of shops to 

those in her home town and said that Luleå feels more modern and young.  The shops make 

Luleå a more attractive and interesting city. She continued by saying that variation is good for 

keeping the shoppers happy and excited to go shopping. Female two stated that the shopping 

alternatives say whether the city is trendy or not, and shopping is fun and important for a city, 

but said that it can be difficult to take all target groups into consideration.  

Male one stated that shopping is important for many, although for him it did not matter as 

much. He did think that a city feels bigger when there are many shopping alternatives and it is 

a way to attract new people into town. According to him it is good to have variation and a 

great supply so that the different needs are taken into consideration and there should be a 

good combination of things. He said that because he is into hard rock and metal, there is not 

much for him personally, but if there was he could consider shopping more. Again he brought 

up that competition would be good even keeping in mind prices. Male two stated that every 

city need a wide range of shopping alternatives, as well as a “critical mass” –a target market 

big enough, so companies are interested in investing. He believed that there needs to be 

variation in that Luleå has the critical mass for this to be fulfilled, and the needs of all target 

markets should be taken into consideration. He added that the services and shops need to be 
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easily reached. According to him, Luleå has most of the major retail chains in order to keep 

the residents satisfied.    

A vibrant city life is extremely important according to the participants, especially when it 

comes to students. Only female one said that nightlife activities were not very important to her 

personally but if there were more interesting activities she probably would take part in them 

more. She thought that many people, students in particular, consider nightlife an important 

factor and brought up another Swedish campus city that has a reputation of having a great 

nightlife. She said that for this particular campus it was an important factor, but not to her it 

did not matter that much. All participants said that they believed it is essential to have 

different types of nightlife activities and places. Female two and male one would like to see 

more concerts and other alternative activities to regular pubs and nightclubs.  

The participants discussed that students often stay within the campus area, which is why they 

would wish more activities in the city. Especially female two and males one and two believed 

that students feel isolated at the campus, but would like explore the city rather than stay at 

home. Male one believed that the supply of nightlife activities is exceptionally important after 

graduation and might affect ones decision to stay. Male one said even that students do not 

receive information about the activities that are arranged at the moment. According to male 

two, Luleå has not succeeded in creating a vibrant city life and good nightlife possibilities.  

All of the participants stated that they used the internet and watched television daily, and both 

males told that they read newspapers frequently. Facebook was actively used by all except 

female one, who only used MSN to communicate with friends. Both females told that they 

also read blogs on the internet. Even though all of the participants stated that they avoided and 

ignored the advertisements used in social medias, they felt that especially Facebook is a good 

way to communicate with students. The reason for this was that most students have a profile 

on Facebook, and use it daily, which makes it easy to reach them.  

 

According to female two it is not a good idea to advertise in the “sidebars” because most 

people do not look at the advertisements, but between texts or posts is better. Male on stated 

an advertisement must be eye-catching and interesting for him to look at in order to not ignore 

it. Companies should use groups on Facebook, as he has seen some do, because he believes it 

is a good way to promote on Facebook. His idea for using social medias in promotion would 

be that one could fill out an interest page, where information and advertisements could be 

targeted directly to those who belong in the target groups. Male two answered that local 

companies could have a mutual page on Facebook so that it would be easy to find 

information. The participants would be interested in “liking” Luleå on Facebook, but only if 

they felt that they would benefit from it. They suggested that since one of the problems with 

activities in Luleå is that there is very little marketing, they could post things on Facebook 

instead, and inform about the different events.  

When the participants were asked about using events in promoting a city, they all felt that 

events have a positive effect on the image. Events would be good in creating an exciting, 

vibrant image and it would even affect tourism positively. Female two stated that she believed 
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people would begin to associate these events with the city and it would be good for the locals 

and tourists. Male one had a very positive attitude towards events and he believed large events 

like sports and festivals make the city seem larger. As an example he mentioned the Swedish 

Idol, and how it had made Luleå seem more interesting and such events give the city “good 

vibes”. He also believed that cities like Luleå that have a hockey team create pride in its 

residents.  

Also networking events were viewed positively. The participants stated that it is good for the 

students to become aware of the local companies, so that they can meet possible future 

employers. Female two believed that it might even affect the decision to stay in the city, if the 

students felt there was future in the area. According to male one networking is positive since 

it can help to get a job and other important contacts. He also said that whenever there is an 

outside lecturer he likes to stay after the lecture and discuss with them. Male two felt that the 

university and the companies need to be more creative, and make the events attractive. He had 

experiences of events where it had been hard to talk to the different companies and suggested 

speed dating, or other more personal ways to communicate. All participants would be very 

interested in going to networking events, but male one pointed out that such events might be 

suitable to some departments more than others.  

When participants were asked about networking with alumni, they considered it important. 

They felt that the old students have information about the practical aspects of their education 

and how the working environment looks like. Female two and males one and two would be 

interested in staying in contact with the university as alumni, but this was not interesting for 

female one as it looks at the moment. Male two felt that he would like to stay in contact and 

network with students if he had something important to share. 
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5. Data Analysis 

In this chapter the empirical data that was presented in the previous chapter is compared to 

the conceptual framework presented in chapter two.  A within case analysis is done in order 

to do data reduction, and to see how well the theory from the conceptual framework matches 

the empirical data. The data is analyzed and conclusions will be drawn at the end, but which 

will be dealt in detail in chapter six. 

According to Yin (1994) there are two general analytic strategies for analyzing case studies: 

relying on theoretical propositions and developing a case description. In this chapter the data 

is compared to theory, and it relies on theoretical propositions. Miles and Huberman (1994) 

stated that qualitative data is analyzed through these three steps: 

1. Data Reduction 

2. Data Display 

3. Drawing Conclusions 

The data is analyzed for each research question, and these steps have been followed. In order 

to reduce data, it has been compared to theory, i.e. a within case analysis is done. The data is 

presented in matrixes to show patterns, which will lead to conclusions.   
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5.1 Research question one: The objectives/ benefits of city branding 

towards university students 

Research question one is based on Bayliss (2007) and Huffman and Quigley (2002), which 

were brought together in the conceptual framework. The six benefits from the framework are 

presented below, together with a comparison of the empirical data and theory.   

Table 4: Data Display for Research Question One 

Theory F 1 F2 M1 M2 

New knowledge and innovation + + + + 

New investment + / + + 

Strengthens relationship to the city + + + + 

Flow of workforce to local companies + + + + 

Student retention / / / / 

Deeper relationship to the city - + + + 

 

Codes: + Data supports theory 

             / Data supports theory to some extent 

            -  Data does not support theory 

   

The empirical data supports theory when it comes to new knowledge and innovation. All of 

the participants felt that these are very important aspects for a city, and by getting university 

students to stay in the city, it will lead to cities gaining this benefit. The participants agreed 

with theory, that talented young workers have new knowledge that can be used in existing 

industries and in developing new ones. The data shows that they would offer competitive 

advantage from new innovative product ideas, which are beneficial for a city. What became 

clear from the data was that innovation and new knowledge are important factors for all cities, 

because they help to develop the city and the companies in the area. Overall, the data supports 

Bayliss’ (2007) ideas of new knowledge and innovation.    

The data collected from the interview supports Bayliss’ (2007) ideas about new investment. 

The interviewees believe that entrepreneurs with new business ideas can result in new 

businesses and other investment which will in its turn into more jobs. The data shows that the 

place of talented workforce can affect where companies establish their businesses, but one 

interviewee considered it being of lesser importance compared to buyers. This participant 
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believed that it would have an effect, but it is not as important as the theory suggested and this 

benefit might not be relevant in branding towards university students.    

Bayliss’ (2007) stated that one of the benefits of arranging activities to a city’s residents is it 

can strengthen the relationship to the city. Each participant supported this theory and 

considered activities being a great way to bring residents closer together with the city. 

However, they were not sure if it would improve the social cohesion, because one usually 

goes with friends. Yet, the data showed that activities can be one way to meet new people and 

in this way strengthen the relationship to the city. Another aspect that the theory did not bring 

up, but what was seen in the data was that it is important for the cities to establish this 

relationship early on. One of the interviewees stated that they had been contacted by the city 

when they had moved, and that she has been positively surprised.   

When it came to flow of workforce to local companies the data supports theory. The 

interviewees believe that by offering opportunities to work under the time students are 

studying, they are more likely to seek jobs or accept a vacancy at the company after 

graduation. The participants were not sure of the cooperation between the university and local 

companies at the moment, but they believed that the flow of workforce can be guided to local 

companies. One of the participants mentioned that students should be encouraged to search 

for summer jobs and internships in the city, so that they would feel more at home.  

Huffman and Quigley (2002) stated that jobs have an effect on student retention. The theory 

says that more talents will decide to stay in the area when they are offered jobs after 

graduation, but this is not fully supported by the empirical data. The data shows that on short-

term this is the case, but this might not be enough on long-term. The interviews showed that 

students consider other things more important, like having an interesting job that suits you 

completely but also that one has to enjoy the city. One of the main issues that came up in the 

interviews was the geographic location and climate that are rather extreme and might affect 

the decision of where to settle down. 

The empirical data supports the theory about contacts with businesses affecting and creating a 

deeper relationship to the city to some extent. Three out of four interviewees felt that contacts 

outside of campus help to create a deeper relationship to the city, whereas one thought it was 

not very important. One of the participants told that he had experienced this personally after 

moving to the city and getting a job. Another participant believed that when the students get 

to experience the various sides of the city, their relationship to the city will change. Those 

who considered this to be true have or have had a job in Luleå and experienced it themselves. 

The one participant, who did not agree with theory, has not had a job in the city.     
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5.2 Research question two: The marketing strategy  

Research question two is based on the studies by Warnaby et al (2005), Runyan and 

Huddleston (2006), Bayliss, Taylor et al (2011) and Huffman and Quigley (2002). The 

marketing strategy is divided into two main categories: urban development and promotion. 

The theory provided two subsections for these categories; shopping & nightlife and social 

medias & PR/ events. The data from the interviews is presented below. 

Table 5: Data Display for Research Question Two 

 

Codes: + Data supports theory 

             / Data supports theory to some extent 

            -  Data does not support theory 

 

 

The empirical data supports Warnaby et al (2005) and Runyan and Huddleston’s   (2006) 

suggestions that shopping is a key aspect in creating an attractive city center. As the theory 

discusses, the interviewees stated that it is important to have numerous shopping alternatives 

and variation in retailing are essential, due to the different needs of the target markets. The 

data states that the shopping alternatives say a lot about the city in question; how trendy it is 

and the size of the city. According to data, the city center is much more than just a place to 

shop; it is a gathering place and a break from reality.  

 

The data supports Bayliss (2007) suggestion that a vibrant city life with an active nightlife 

attracts young talents. This aspect is supported very strongly by the data from the interviews. 

All of the participants agreed that nightlife alternatives are extremely important for students, 

and that there needs to be variation in the activities from pubs to concerts. One participant 

believed that an active nightlife is more important after university studies, when they are 

choosing the place to live because students do not have much money.   

Theory F1 F2 M1 M2 

Urban Development     

- Shopping + + + + 

- Nightlife + + + + 

Promotion     

- Social medias / / / / 

- PR, Events + + + + 
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As Taylor et al (2011) stated, social networks have opened new possibilities for promotion. 

The data supports this theory to some extent; young (18-34 year-olds) are one of the largest 

user groups of social networks such as Facebook and Twitter. The data suggests that these 

channels are efficient due to the amount of users and easy access, but however there are things 

to consider. Based on the interviews it can be said that even though the participants use 

different social medias, they tend to ignore advertisements. It was said that for example 

Facebook is a good channel, but the promotional efforts must stand out and be more creative. 

Social networks reach out to the target market, but ideas on how they can be used need to be 

developed.  

 

Another aspect of promotion is the use of public relations and events in reaching out to 

students. This part has been divided into two subcategories; Bayliss (2007) suggestions about 

using large entertainment events in communicating with young talents, and Huffman and 

Quigley’s (2002) ideas about networking with companies and alumni. Both of these event 

types were supported by the interviewees, and the data backs up the theory. The data supports 

the idea that large events, such as sporting events and festivals create a positive atmosphere 

for the city and add to the image. One of the participants stated that larger events, such as 

concerts, bring “good vibes” to the city and every participants explained that such events 

make a city interesting and exciting. All of them added that events are positive for tourism as 

well, not only for the residents. Overall, the data supports theory strongly.  

 

The empirical data supports the theory about networking events in communicating with 

students. The interviewees stated that all participants benefit from having the opportunity to 

create work related contacts. Connections can affect the relationship one has to the city and 

the connection between students and local companies is strengthened. Networking events are 

a good way for companies to present themselves to the possible future employees, or as one 

of the participants stated “to show there is future in the city”. Another participant thought 

however, that social networking events need to be developed more so that more personal 

contacts can be created. The data shows also, that networking with alumni is positive and 

should be encouraged.   
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6. Findings and Conclusions 

In this chapter the findings and conclusions from this study are presented. The purpose of this 

study has to provide a better understanding on how city branding is being used to attract and 

retain university students in Sweden, which has been done by looking into the two research 

questions presented in chapter one. Here each research question will be answered, after 

which implications for further research and implications for practitioners are discussed.  

6.1 What are the objectives / benefits of city branding towards university 

students? 

Based on this study we have learned even though city branding seems to be a new and rather 

confusing area of branding, both in theory and in practice, there are many benefits for all 

parties. We have looked at six benefits or objectives; new knowledge and innovation, new 

investment, strengthen the relationship to the city, flow of workforce to the local companies, 

student retention and deeper relationship to the city.  

The data suggested that innovation and new knowledge, as well as new investment, are 

important for all cities, including Luleå, which was used as the reference city. In order to 

reach this objective, the data showed that university students are a good resource and an 

advantage which has not been fully utilized.  

This thesis has looked at city branding as a relationship building activity. The interviewees 

commented that building a relationship with the residents is a valued activity, because it 

provides a deeper, personal connection to the city. At the moment, students feel isolated from 

the rest of the city instead of being real residents. If cities would try to make the students feel 

at home, many of them might consider staying even after graduation. This is one of the 

greatest challenges, but has perhaps the greatest benefits for the city. What we discovered 

from the interviews is that the cities must contact the students from early on, from day one, 

and it must continue throughout the whole study period.  

As we found out, city branding activities have many positive benefits, and these benefits 

should be turned into goals. City branding towards university students is not the easiest of 

tasks but it brings long term, sustainable advantages. The six benefits that were presented can 

lead to sustainable growth, which will in its turn make the city more attractive.  

It was interesting to find out, that even though jobs are one of the most important things for 

newly graduated it is not the main reason for staying or leaving. In order to make long term 

relationships and gain residents for a longer period of time it is important to offer more. It is 

likely that young talents will stay on short term if they are offered a job, but in order to keep 

the talents in the local companies much more needs to be done. We found out that students 

value enjoying the city more that they value a job. One of the aspects that were not found in 

theory was the role of climate in city or destination branding. This was something that was 

brought up on several occasions by each participant; the extreme climate of northern Sweden 

was considered either very negative or very positive. This is something that needs to be 
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considered so that the residents feel they can overcome this issue and consider the city as a 

place to settle down.        

 Our study found that creating a relationship to university students from the start will 

increase the chances of retaining them after graduation. 

 Offering a job to newly graduated students can stop the flow of talent on short term, 

but in order to keep them permanently a job is not enough, but one has to enjoy the 

city they live in.  

 Climate plays a great role in city branding and student retention, and might in fact be 

one of the key reasons for leaving. 

 Students seem to feel isolated from the rest of the city, and therefore have difficulties 

creating a connection to it which has lead to students leaving the city.  

6.2 How can the marketing strategy used to reach out to these students be 

described? 

We have chosen to look at urban development and promotion to answer this question. 

Shopping and nightlife have been looked at as a part of urban development and social medias 

and public relations / events have been considered as the promotional efforts.  

As the data showed, shopping is an essential part of the city center for university students. It 

is important to have different shopping alternatives, but more importantly, there should be 

more for students. During the interviews many brought up the fact that students do not have 

much money, but still need that break or escape from reality; the campus and university. As it 

has been discussed before, students feel isolated and the campus is almost like an island. 

Based on this, it would be important to offer more student-customized shopping activities 

together with an active nightlife. We discovered that these particular students stay on the 

campus area even for the nightlife activities because they feel that the city center does not 

offer anything for them. Their lives revolve around the campus area, but they feel that a 

positive change would be needed.  

It seems that many students would like to feel more integrated into the city life and to create 

outside connections, which is very difficult on the campus. Shopping and nightlife are two 

important components to enjoying the city they live in. These activities are ways to connect 

with the city, and make up a lot of the free-time of this target market in particular.  

Social networks are an interesting area of study when it comes to using them for promotional 

activities. Facebook in particular reaches out to a large audience and could be targeted to the 

right markets. We found out that these channels should indeed be utilized more, but one of the 

challenges is that no one seems to know how. The study indicates traditional online 

advertising, for example banners and pop-ups are being ignored and they arouse more 

irritation than interest. We gathered from the interviews that Facebook would be one of the 

best methods for informing the young residents about things going on in the city. One 

participant suggested that the in order to improve the traditional ways of advertising online 
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should be targeted directly. By this he meant that he would like to only see advertisements 

about types of brands or companies that he has chosen on an “interest” page.     

Events are a great way to bring excitement to the city and it works to benefit tourism as well. 

These events can be a way to bring the city together and create a good atmosphere. We 

discovered that festivals and sporting events are attractive to all of the participants, and they 

stated that they might feel even “proud” that something good is thrown in their city. Students 

usually stay on the campus area and leave home during summer but we believe that if the city 

would be more attractive they might consider staying or visiting the city during holidays or 

after leaving for good. We found that cities would benefit from this type of promotional 

activity, and it would shape the city’s brand image. This is especially the case in the eyes of 

young talents who seek excitement and vibrant, lively activities.  

We discovered that more networking events, both with local companies and alumni, should 

take place. City branding often happens through partnerships, such as companies, which is 

why the students should have the possibility to create connections and contacts with local 

industries. Networking events are good even for the companies to show to the students that 

they exist, but also so they can become aware of the local talents that might benefit their 

company. We found out that the some students would wish to have more individual and 

personal contacts with companies, for instance by having speed-dating events. Another aspect 

that this study discovered was that students would like to have more contacts with alumni, to 

see more clearly what they can expect.     

 Students need to be integrated in the activities of the city in order for them not to feel 

isolated, and the financial situation of the students should be considered in designing 

these activities. 

 In order to attract students during, but even after their studies, a city must have several 

types of leisure activities including variation in shopping and nightlife. 

 More contacts and networking between students and local companies are needed in 

order to show a new exiting side of the city, together with possible career options. 

 Social medias should be utilized more in communicating with university students, but 

the promotional efforts must be more creative and stand out from regular online 

advertisements, such as pop-ups and banners.  

6.3 Implications for practitioners 

Implications for practitioners are aspects that management should consider, and are based on 

the data collection and findings of this thesis.  

 The main suggestion is that cities should make an effort in creating a relationship with 

their residents. It is important that residents feel that their needs are being listened to, 

and that the city has a personal interest in them. It has become rather clear that the 

efforts must be taken from early on, and cities should contact the students before they 

decide to leave.  
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 The data showed that many university students feel isolated from the rest of the city, 

and are not part of it. Therefore we suggest that cities try to make an effort in 

integrating the students in the city and offer them something more than a place study.  

 Social medias are becoming more popular each day, and cities should take advantage 

of them more, because the young talented students are active users of these channels. 

What came up in data collection was that the main media channels were online 

channels. It is a good opportunity to reach out to this particular group, especially since 

they feel that marketing activities of events and happenings in the city are close to 

none.  

 University students have new knowledge and innovative ideas that cities should try to 

use to their advantage. More effort should be put into utilizing these resources that the 

cities are standing on. 

 Cities and universities should work together in reaching out to students. Students wish 

to see more cooperation between local companies and the university. This is one way 

to show the students the possibilities that one can find in the city, for example when it 

comes to making a career. The target market is gathered at the same place, and it is 

easy to find the students and reach out to them through the university’s channels. 

 Young talents are attracted to vibrant cities with plenty of leisure activities. This is 

why cities should consider the needs of the students if they wish to keep them in the 

city. As the data showed, having a job is not enough but the city must have something 

“extra”, something special that makes the residents stay. 

 Cities like Luleå with extreme climate must use the conditions to their advantage, and 

make it a special part of their brand. However, because many seem to dislike the 

extreme winter especially, the city must offer the residents something that weighs 

more than the climate and can make them consider staying. 

 

6.4 Implications for further research 

During the research we have come across with some topics that this study does not cover. 

These topics were aspects that came up on several occasions during data collection, and 

therefore we believe would be worth looking into. Here we will present some of them: 

 What is the role of extreme climate in city branding, and how it affects the residents’ 

image of the city  

 How cities could take advantage of university students during their studies, in 

developing the city 

 More information is needed about city branding toward residents, and their role in the 

process of city branding 
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 How could student/ campus isolation be prevented, and how could the other residents 

be brought to the campus to increase interaction between these groups 

 How could social medias be used in city branding efficiently 

 Is there a difference between those who were raised in the city and those who have 

moved in to study at the university 
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Appendices 

Appendix 1: Interview Guide, English 

Research Question 1: Benefits of city branding towards university students 

How do you think Luleå could benefit from attracting and retaining university students? 

 

1. New knowledge and innovation 

1 a) Do you believe talented young workers have new knowledge that can benefit companies 

or develop new businesses? Can you give an example on how? 

 

1 b) Do you think innovation and new knowledge is important for a city like Luleå? Why, 

why not? 

 

1 c) How could Luleå advantage from innovative students who have new product ideas? 

 

2. New Investment 

2 a) How do you feel about new investment, such as new businesses? How would it affect 

Luleå? 

 New Businesses 

 Job creation 

 Attractive Image 

 

2 b) Do you believe Luleå should work on attracting young entrepreneurs to establish their 

businesses here? Why? 

 

2 c)Do you believe companies are attracted to establish their businesses in cities where you 

can find talented workforce?   

 

3. Strengthen the relationship to the city 

3 a) What do you think about cities trying to create a relationship to its residents?  
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3 b) How do you think arranging activities for the residents affect the relationship?  Do you 

think it could strengthen the relationship to the city? 

 Strengthen social cohesion 

 Better /Deeper relationship to the city 

 Better /Deeper relationship to other residents 

 

4 Flow of workforce to local businesses 

4 a) How do you feel about cooperation between university and local businesses?  

 

4 b)Could the flow of workforce be directed to local businesses by offering opportunities to 

work during studies? 

 

5 Student retention 

5 a) How does the image of a city affect the decision to stay? 

 Positive image = more will stay 

 

5 b) If students were offered work after graduation do you think it would affect their decision 

to stay in the city? How? 

 

6 Deeper relationship to the city 

6a) How can having a job /connections outside the university help to create a connection to 

the city? 

 Deeper contact to the city 

 More personal contact to the city 

 

 

Research Question 2: The marketing strategy 

7. Urban development: Shopping 

7 a) What is the role of shopping for a city? 

 Attractive city 
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7 b) Do you believe having numerous shopping alternatives is important in creating an 

attractive city center? Why, why not? 

 

7 c)How do you feel about variation in retailing? Should the different needs of students be 

taken into consideration? 

 

8 Urban Development: Nightlife 

8 a) What do you think of having a vibrant city life in attracting young talents /students? 

 

8 b) How about nightlife? How important is that? 

 

8 c) Is it important to have different types of nightlife activities? What type would interest 

you? 

 

8 d) Is there anything you would like to add? What other types of attractions would you wish 

to find in Luleå? 

 

9 Promotion: Social networks 

9 a) How would you describe your media habits? What channels do you use the most and how 

often? Do you use facebook or other social medias? 

 

9b) Do you notice the advertisements shown in the social medias? 

 

9 c) How do you feel about using Facebook for promotional purposes? Should companies and 

brands use social medias in contacting students? 

 

9 d) How could social medias, for example Facebook, be used in promotion? 

 

9 e) Do you think Luleå should be on Facebook? Why and how? Would you “like” Luleå? 
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10 Promotion: PR/Events 

10 a) How do you feel about large events, such as sporting events or festivals? Do they play a 

role in creating a positive image for a city? 

 Positive 

 Exciting /vibrant 

 

10 b) What do you think about having networking events to connect students with local 

businesses?  

 

10 c) Do you know if your department arranges networking events within your area of study 

with companies from Luleå? If they do, do you go? If they do not, would you go if they did? 

 

10 d) What do you think about bringing alumni to network with current students?  

 

10 e) Would you be interested in staying in contact with the university and the city after 

graduation?   
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Appendix 2: Interview Guide, Swedish 

Research Question 1: Benefits of city branding towards university students 

Hur tror du Luleå skulle kunna dra nytta av att locka och jobba med att få studenter att stanna 

i Luleå? 

1. New knowledge and innovation 

1 a) Tror du att unga talangfulla arbetare har nya kunskaper som företagen kan ha nytta av, 

eller som kan utveckla nya affärsmöjligheter? Kan du ge exempel? 

 

1 b) Tror du att innovation/nytänkande och ny kunskap är viktigt för en stad som Luleå? 

Varför/ varför inte? 

 

1 c) Hur skulle Luleå kunna få konkurrensfördelar genom studenter med nya produktidéer? 

 

2. New Investment 

2a) Vad är dina tankar kring nya investeringar, såsom nya företag? Hur skulle detta kunna 

påverka Luleå? 

 Nya företag 

 Jobbskapande  

 Attraktiv image 

 

2 b) Borde Luleå jobba för att attrahera unga entreprenörer att starta sina affärsverksamheter 

här? Varför? 

 

2 c) Tror du att företag vill starta sina affärsverksamheter i städer där man hittar talangfulla 

arbetare? Varför/ varför inte? 

 

3. Strengthen the relationship to the city 

3 a) Vad tycker du om städer som försöker skapa en relation med dess invånare? 

 

3 b) Hur tror du att arrangera aktiviteter för invånarna kan påverka den relationen? Kan det 

förstärka relationen med staden? 
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 Förstärka social sammanhållningen 

 Bättre / djupare relation till staden 

 Bättre /djupare relation till andra invånare 

4.Flow of workforce to local businesses 

4 a) Vad är dina tankar kring samarbetet mellan universitetet och lokala företag? 

 

4 b) Skulle flödet av arbetskraft kunna riktas till lokala företag genom att erbjuda möjligheter 

till jobb under studierna? 

 

5.Student retention 

5 a) Hur påverkar stadens ”image”/ profil beslutet att stanna? 

 Positiv image = fler stannar 

 

5 b) Om studenterna blev erbjudna jobb efter examen, tror du att det skulle kunna påverka 

deras beslut om att stanna i staden? Hur? 

 

6. Deeper relationship to the city 

6 a) Hur kan ett jobb eller andra kontakter utanför universitetet hjälpa till att skapa ett 

förhållande med staden? 

 Djupare kontakt till staden 

 Personligare kontakt till staden 

 

 

Research Question 2: The marketing strategy 

7. Urban development: Shopping 

7 a) Vilken roll spelar shopping i en stad? 

 Attraktiv stad 

 

7 b) Tror du att det är viktigt att ha ett flertal olika shopping alternativ när man vill skapa en 

intressant och attraktiv stad? Varför, varför inte?  
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7 c) Vad är dina tankar om variation i detaljhandeln? Bör de olika behoven tas hänsyn till?  

 

8.Urban Development: Nightlife 

8 a) Vad tror du om att ha ett levande stadsliv när det gäller att locka studenter? 

 

8 b)Nattliv då? Hur viktigt är det? 

 

8 c)Är det viktigt att ha olika typer av nattlivsalternativ? Vad skulle intressera dig? 

 

8 d) Finns det något annat du kan komma på? Finns det något annat du skulle vilja hitta i 

Luleå? 

 

9 Promotion: Social networks 

9 a) Hur skulle du beskriva dina mediavanor? Vilka kanaler använder du och hur ofta? 

Använder du Facebook eller andra sociala medier? 

 

9 b) Tittar du på reklam som syns i de sociala medierna? 

 

9 c) Vad tycker du om att använda Facebook i marknadsförings syfte? Skulle/Bör företagen 

använda sociala medier för att kontakta studenterna?  

 

9 d) Hur skulle man kunna använda till exempel Facebook i marknadsföringen? 

 

9 e)Tycker du Luleå bör finnas på facebook? Varför och hur? Skulle du ”gilla” Luleå? 

 

10 Promotion: PR/Events 

10 a) Vad är dina tankar om stora evenemang såsom sportevenemang och festivaler? Spelar 

dom någon roll när man skapar en profil för en stad? 

 Positiv 
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 Spännande/ levande 

 

10 b) Vad tycker/tror du om networking evenemang där studenter får möta lokala företag? 

 

10 c) Vet du om din institution arrangerar networking evenemang inom din utbildningslinje? 

Om de gör det, brukar du gå? Om inte, skulle du vilja gå? 

 

10 d)Vad tycker du om att gamla studenter nätverkar med aktuella studenter? 

 

10 e) Skulle du vara intresserad av att hålla kontakten med universitet och staden Luleå efter 

examen? 

 

 

 


